
 

 

Dissertation Proposal 

Title  

Heterogeneous Customers leading to market diversification: The case of Index 

business consultancy service provider, Dubai. 

Overview  

Businesses in today’s economy are no longer standard, each business tries to stand out 

in and provide different and better offerings to its customers than its competitors. As a 

consultancy service provider Index business consultancy comes across a diverse set of 

customers with wide range of solution seeking issues. In today’s economy any 

organization has to continuously grow and adapt to the changing requirements of its 

customers, even to retain its position in the market. This study is an attempt to draw a 

correlation between the heterogeneous customer base, Index consultancy has, and the 

diversification opportunities because of them.  

Based on the study of existing customer base and SWOT analysis of the organization, 

the diversification opportunities for the organization will be identified. The more 

heterogeneous is the customer base the more will be the opportunities for 

diversification. But the threshold of the diversification will also be taken into account by 



 

 

applying Porter’s five forces, Ansoff’s diversification framework and organization’s risk 

taking capabilities.  

Objective of the study 

The main purpose of this study is to examine and justify diversification opportunities of 

the organization based on the available heterogeneous customer base.  

The research will be to find out the heterogeneous customers demands for new business 

centre. How Index can be benefited and leverage the existing customers and how this 

information will help in selecting the segment in formulating new diversified business 

services 

The area is of personal interest to me as I am employed in Index as a Marketing 

Manager and Business Consultant. I chose this topic as I realized that I have come 

across different clients with different requirement and demands. Their demands were 

sometimes out of our existing competencies, which many a times aroused the question 

of gaining skill in those areas. This topic gives me an opportunity to do research in 

academic point of view and related them to the actual environment and my company. I 

am heading the team to form this new business centre and I am in the process of 

incorporating the new business centre.  



 

 

Literature Review 

Previous studies by Adner and Zemsky (2006) have demonstrated that how customer 

heterogeneity has created an approach to sustainability on the supply side upgrading 

their product and technology thus to sustain in the market. This research has also given 

rise for future research in linking consumer heterogeneity and firm strategy diversity. 

By applying this to Index business consultancy on how heterogeneity customer demand 

give rise to a totally new diversified services of opening a new business centre services 

in Dubai to fulfill the requirement of the customer would be the main focus of this 

project. Researcher Doving, E and Gooderham, P. (2007) has also focused on small 

accountancy firm also providing business advisory services to required clients and thus 

increasing their scope of services and has brought to our understanding the value of 

focusing attention not just on firm resources and competition but also on the 

environmental demand. 

As stated by Hooley et al. (1998) that different customers have different wants and 

needs hence company have opportunity to select segment where their offering most 

closely align with those needs and where they can focus their activity in a customer 

demands. With the various demand for the new business centre this gives Index an 

opportunity to turn this customer demand into an exploring business diversification.   

As stated by Griffin, A. and Hauser, R. J (1993) that fulfilling exciting customer needs 

leads to break through products. 



 

 

Segmentation 

In segmenting markets most researchers use a single set of basis variables that have 

ranged from demographics to psychographics to product category related attitudes to 

product related behaviors to derived importances from conjoint exercises to latent 

structures, depending on the era and the proclivities of the researcher. Yet, it seems 

quite restrictive to limit the basis for segmentation to only one type of variable. Buyers 

may use many criteria for determining their response to the selling proposition in a 

category. These criteria are multidimensional in nature, possibly encompassing 

attitudes, needs, values, benefits, means, occasions, and prior experiences, depending 

on the product/service category and the buyer.  

Furthermore, a segmentation scheme based on only one set of basis variables may limit 

the utility of the segmentation information to the firm. The various users of market 

segmentation information have quite different needs. For example, managers of the 

product development function may want to have the market segmented on perceived 

values and benefits being sought. Conversely, the folks in marketing communications 

may want to see the market segmented into groups of buyers who have similar needs, 

desires or psychographic profiles. And, sales managers would like to see the market 

segmented on sales potential or profitability. 

A segmentation scheme based on multiple bases, using separate segmentation schemes 

for each dimension is often more useful and more flexible for planning marketing 



 

 

strategy and for executing marketing tactics. Thus, one may consider several different 

segmentations on a sample of buyers using different bases, say, stated needs, benefits, 

and amount spent in the category. 

In the past, such segmentation schemes were confusing and produced far too many 

segments for marketing managers to address effectively. Yet, as we approach the era of 

micro-niche marketing and as we leverage the emerging tools of direct marketing, 

market planners need to seriously consider market segmentation schemes that support 

far finer targeting efforts. 

Over the last couple of years a few research and consulting firms have developed and 

refined methodologies for executing and reporting such multidimensional 

segmentation schemes, which generate a large number of very homogeneous segment 

cells. Often these cells are then dynamically aggregated into master segments for 

strategic planning. Thus, we may have one static set of strategic segments and many 

different segmentation schemes for various tactical marketing initiatives, all inter-

related. 

One may visualize a three-dimensional segmentation scheme as shown in figure 1. 

 



 

 

 

 

In this model, one would perform three separate segmentation schemes, each with a 

different set of basis variables. For example, the X-axis may be a "needs-benefits" 

segmentation based on derived importances from a conjoint exercise. The Y-axis may be 

a segmentation scheme based on buyers' perceived price range or ability to buy. And, 

the Z-axis may be based on clustering the responses to a battery of questions dealing 

with customer priorities and desires. 

Each surveyed customer is now a member of one segment in each of the three 

segmentation schemes, and is uniquely assigned to a single cell in the segmentation 

matrix. Done well, respondents in each cell of the segmentation scheme are very similar 

on all three dimensions and decidedly different from respondents in other cells on at 

least one set of basis variables. 



 

 

It is not unusual for these types of segmentation schemes to have 200 or more cells. 

Obviously quite large sample sizes are needed for this approach to produce reliable 

statistics at the cell level. Even with very large sample sizes, many cells may be sparsely 

populated, but that is very acceptable because it indicates that certain target markets 

may be too small to be profitable and should be either aggregated with other market 

segments or dropped from consideration as a specific target market. 

Alone, this segmentation approach provides great insight into the structure of the 

marketplace. However, each cell of the segmentation scheme, along with means and 

distributions of all descriptor variables can be put into a small database and 

manipulated to provide a more dynamic understanding of market structure and allow 

the user to re-form the cells into new segmentation schemes. A well-designed segment 

manager program allows the user to dynamically aggregate cells into specific market 

segments based on the varying needs of different internal functional and departmental 

users while using a common base of homogeneous cells for all of the segmentation 

schemes within the company. Thus, any specific tactical segmentation scheme can be 

directly liked to the strategic segments, or to any other tactical scheme. 

As an aside, we have learned that using a database of all respondents, tagged to their 

various segmentation assignments provides better information and, in the long run is 

easier to aggregate into new segmentation schemes. However, the software needed to 

handle that process requires a much higher level of sophistication. 



 

 

Example 

A better understanding of the concept and utility of multidimensional segmentation can 

be demonstrated by example of Index Consultancy.  

A regional business services company, selling a basic set of relatively undifferentiated 

services and products in a highly regulated environment undertook a major 

multidimensional market segmentation in order to prepare for impending deregulation 

and open competition. 

The major goals of the project were: 

1. Segment the market into groups that would reveal marketing opportunities and 

allow the firm to develop both a defensive and offensive targeting strategy. 

2. Determine market segments that can/must be retained in the current service 

territory to assure profitability – the defensive strategy. 

3. Determine the market segments that should be targeted outside of the firm's 

current service territory – the offensive strategy. 

4. Given the target markets, determine the product/service bundles that will need 

to be offered to maximize segment penetration and segment dominance. 

Prior to finalizing the design of the research project, several interviews with senior 

managers and expected users were undertaken to assess their understanding of a 

segmentation strategy and to make sure it was understood what the firm expected to 



 

 

get from the segmentation research. As part of this process it was found that several 

different functional departments within the firm needed a segmentation scheme that 

would address their particular concerns. Market planners, product planners, customer 

service, and marketing communications were particularly concerned that the 

segmentation strategy would give them specific direction on how best to address their 

customers and fulfill their mission. 

A three-dimensional segmentation approach was recommended, accepted and 

executed. The three dimensions were: 

1. Customer values based on the derived importances from an adaptive conjoint exercise. 

This yielded eight "values" segments. 

2. Energy expenses based on a classification of customers into five expenditure groups, a 

priori. 

3. Customer energy management priorities based on clustering respondents based on their 

answers to a battery of questions dealing with stated needs and priorities for dealing with 

the service. This yielded seven "priorities" segments. 

Upon completion of the research, all customers in the firm's customer information file were 

scored on all three dimensions and by master segment using neural networks. Thus, each 

customer was assigned to one of 280 unique segmentation cells and to one of seven master 

segments. 

Also, detailed briefings and workshops were prepared for various workgroups and functional 

departments within the firm. These workshops discussed the results in detail, discussed specific 



 

 

uses of the segmentation schemes, and introduced the users to the two software tools delivered 

with the project – a segment manager program (for interactively forming tactical segmentation 

schemes) and a market response simulator developed from the conjoint exercise in the survey. 

Primarily, the segmentation project was used as follows: 

1. It provided a unified, common view of the marketplace and in the process it debunked 

several customer myths that had permeated the firm for many years. 

2. It allowed the senior management team to develop a fact-based strategy for executing 

both defensive and offensive operations.  

3. It helped the firm identify four broad master segments that they would target from a 

defensive perspective. 

4. It helped identify two master segments that provided the best opportunity for sales 

expansion outside the firm's service territory. 

5. It clearly demonstrated the product/service bundles that would optimize penetration of 

targeted segments. 

6. It gave clear direction to new product development and in the process killed several new 

product development efforts that were underway because they either did not address the 

needs and values of the targeted segments or because there was be little estimated 

demand for the service based on the results of the market response simulator. 

7. It helped initiate a re-branding initiative. 

8. It gave specific direction to the development of detailed communications plans for each 

targeted segment. 



 

 

After the research and reporting of results were completed, the sponsoring firm initiated a re-

design of their customer satisfaction survey to capture key drivers of value and to monitor 

changes in segment size and needs. 

Some cautions and recommendations in using Multidimensional Segmentation 

As in all market segmentation efforts, senior management must be involved at the onset and a 

strategic decision is required to segment a market. A strategy of market segmentation must 

permeate the entire organization. The firm's marketing organization must be able to execute 

alternative marketing strategies and vary pricing, promotion, and distribution systems. R&D 

must be able to execute product variations and manufacturing must be able to produce those 

variations in order to meet the varying needs and values of customers in different segments. 

Finance must be able to report costs, margins, and profits by market segment, and marketing 

research must be able to monitor and measure purchaser response and provide feedback to the 

organization by market segment.  

Use pre-study workshops to discuss the approach being proposed, to explore possible 

applications of the segmentation information, reach agreement on deliverables and reporting 

formats, and to solidify management buy-in to the strategy. 

Senior managers, if they have used a segmentation strategy in the past, have usually dealt with 

very simplistic, unidimensional segmentation schemes. The introduction of a multidimensional 

approach can be disconcerting to many. Emphasize the flexibility of the approach and the utility 

of the outcomes to the various functional departments within the firm. Again, management 

briefings and departmental workshops go a long way toward obtaining interdepartmental 

support. 



 

 

In the data analysis phase of the segmentation study, be sure to allow sufficient time for detailed 

exploration of data structures, for exploring alternative segmentation schemes, and for validating 

the results. Ultimately, the selection of the final segmentation solution is judgmental, but external 

validation is essential. 

Finally, post segmentation workshops are extremely helpful in broadly communicating what was 

learned in the process, explaining the deliverables and their operational utility to the various 

departments, and for showing how to use the segmentation results to address business and 

marketing issues. 

Market Diversification 

Diversification is a form of corporate strategy for a company. It seeks to increase profitability 

through greater sales volume obtained from new products and new markets. Diversification can 

occur either at the business unit level or at the corporate level. At the business unit level, it is 

most likely to expand into a new segment of an industry which the business is already in. At the 

corporate level, it is generally and it is also very interesting entering a promising business outside 

of the scope of the existing business unit. 

Diversification is part of the four main marketing strategies defined by the Product/Market 

Ansoff matrix: 



 

 

 

Ansoff pointed out that a diversification strategy stands apart from the other three strategies. The 

first three strategies are usually pursued with the same technical, financial, and merchandising 

resources used for the original product line, whereas diversification usually requires a company 

to acquire new skills, new techniques and new facilities. 

Note: The notion of diversification depends on the subjective interpretation of “new” market and 

“new” product, which should reflect the perceptions of customers rather than managers. Indeed, 

products tend to create or stimulate new markets; new markets promote product innovation. 

The different types of diversification strategies 

The strategies of diversification can include internal development of new products or markets, 

acquisition of a firm, alliance with a complementary company, licensing of new technologies, 

and distributing or importing a products line manufactured by another firm. Generally, the final 



 

 

strategy involves a combination of these options. This combination is determined in function of 

available opportunities and consistency with the objectives and the resources of the company. 

There are three types of diversification: concentric, horizontal and conglomerate: 

Concentric diversification 

This means that there is a technological similarity between the industries, which means that the 

firm is able to leverage its technical know-how to gain some advantage. For example, a company 

that manufactures industrial adhesives might decide to diversify into adhesives to be sold via 

retailers. The technology would be the same but the marketing effort would need to change. It 

also seems to increase its market share to launch a new product which helps the particular 

company to earn profit. However, there's one more example, Addition of tomato ketchup and 

sauce to the existing "Maggi" brand processed items of Food Specialities Ltd. is an example of 

technological-related concentric diversification. 

Horizontal diversification 

The company adds new products or services that are technologically or commercially unrelated 

(but not always) to current products, but which may appeal to current customers. In a 

competitive environment, this form of diversification is desirable if the present customers are 

loyal to the current products and if the new products have a good quality and are well promoted 

and priced. Moreover, the new products are marketed to the same economic environment as the 

existing products, which may lead to rigidity and instability. In other words, this strategy tends to 

increase the firm's dependence on certain market segments. For example company was making 

note books earlier now they are also entering into pen market through its new product. 



 

 

Another interpretation 

Horizontal integration occurs when a firm enters a new business (either related or unrelated) at 

the same stage of production as its current operations. For example, Avon's move to market 

jewelry through its door-to-door sales force involved marketing new products through existing 

channels of distribution. An alternative form of that Avon has also undertaken is selling its 

products by mail order (e.g., clothing, plastic products) and through retail stores (e.g., Tiffany's). 

In both cases, Avon is still at the retail stage of the production process. 

Conglomerate diversification (or lateral diversification) 

The company markets new products or services that have no technological or commercial 

synergies with current products, but which may appeal to new groups of customers. The 

conglomerate diversification has very little relationship with the firm's current business. 

Therefore, the main reasons of adopting such a strategy are first to improve the profitability and 

the flexibility of the company, and second to get a better reception in capital markets as the 

company gets bigger. Even if this strategy is very risky, it could also, if successful, provide 

increased growth and profitability. 

Rationale of diversification 

According to Calori and Harvatopoulos (1988), there are two dimensions of rationale for 

diversification. The first one relates to the nature of the strategic objective: diversification may 

be defensive or offensive. 

Defensive reasons may be spreading the risk of market contraction, or being forced to diversify 

when current product or current market orientation seems to provide no further opportunities for 



 

 

growth. Offensive reasons may be conquering new positions, taking opportunities that promise 

greater profitability than expansion opportunities, or using retained cash that exceeds total 

expansion needs. 

The second dimension involves the expected outcomes of diversification: management may 

expect great economic value (growth, profitability) or first and foremost great coherence and 

complementary to their current activities (exploitation of know-how, more efficient use of 

available resources and capacities). In addition, companies may also explore diversification just 

to get a valuable comparison between this strategy and expansion. 

Risks 

Diversification is the riskiest of the four strategies presented in the Ansoff matrix and requires 

the most careful investigation. Going into an unknown market with an unfamiliar product 

offering means a lack of experience in the new skills and techniques required. Therefore, the 

company puts itself in a great uncertainty. Moreover, diversification might necessitate significant 

expanding of human and financial resources, which may detracts focus, commitment and 

sustained investments in the core industries. Therefore a firm should choose this option only 

when the current product or current market orientation does not offer further opportunities for 

growth. In order to measure the chances of success, different tests can be done: 

• The attractiveness test: the industry that has been chosen has to be either 

attractive or capable of being made attractive. 

• The cost-of-entry test: the cost of entry must not capitalize all future profits. 



 

 

• The better-off test: the new unit must either gain competitive advantage from its 

link with the corporation or vice versa. 

Because of the high risks explained above, many companies attempting to diversify have led to 

failure. However, there are a few good examples of successful diversification: 

• Virgin Media moved from music producing to travels and mobile phones 

• Walt Disney moved from producing animated movies to theme parks and 

vacation properties 

• Canon diversified from a camera-making company into producing an entirely 

new range of office equipment. 

Research Methodology 

The research methods normally used to carry out any research are namely-Qualitative, 

Quantitative, Inductive, Deductive & Abductive methods. 

This report would be a mix of qualitative and competitive basis. While qualitative 

basis involves more theoretical approach quantitative basis is more analytical. 

Research approach: Qualitative & Quantitative 

As explained above, Qualitative Research is one of the types of Scientific Research.  

Here, the researcher’s perception & understanding is the focal point in research. It 

involves direct observation, participative observation, interviews etc to collect data. 

After the process of data collection is over, the collected data is analyzed to get 

meaningful information. Qualitative research provides valuable information w.r.t 



 

 

complex incidents. In this case, recognizing, recording and analyzing the customer 

requirements in the Services Industry is a complex phenomenon. Qualitative approach 

is known to provide textual descriptions of people’s experience with respect to research 

subjects and also successfully provides important insights to their behavior through 

verbal/written communications. The qualitative approach is also known for its 

flexibility and effectiveness to categorize subtle/ intangible aspects. This research work 

has used Qualitative approach, as explained above. Its purpose lies in interpretation & 

understanding the phenomenon. This approach aims at measuring & explaining. It 

helps the researcher to develop a healthy and integrated theory platform and 

techniques. As the research topic demands for description & explanation, therefore, the 

qualitative approach is best suited to the research questions. 

Using quantitative and qualitative methods will help in drawing meaningful 

comparison/ understanding of the responses. Both open ended/ close ended questions 

can be asked.  This way, the researcher is benefitted in two ways— 

1. Receiving replies which are un-anticipated, culturally rich/unavoidable and 

explanatory. 

 

2. Help respondents to understand the research and suggest meaningful responses.  

 

Guidelines followed  



 

 

1. The researcher has tried to maintain both research ethics as well as professional 

ethics while dealing with the research. 

2. The researcher has done the research on the basis of Informed consent. The 

participants were told about the purpose of the research, expectations from the 

participants, issues/risks associated, procedural limitations etc. can understand.  

 

Sampling  

The regular clients of Index Consultancy have been selected as a sample (with their 

consent) out of the research population. In qualitative method of research, sample set 

(i.e. a subset) of a population is enough for the research purpose. 

Purposive sampling has been tried to select a sample size. Participants have been 

shortlisted according to decided criteria relevant to the research questions. One set of 

participants are those who have utilized Index’s services for more than 10 times in the 

last 1 year. This criterion was chosen as this would lead us to a reasonable sample size 

as well as signify loyal customers. This would help us in knowing about the complex 

relationships that exist between customer satisfaction, brand loyalty and possibility of 

future business. Also, to re-confirm this criteria being met or not, the researcher had a 

question in the questionnaire asking the customer if he/she has utilized Index 

Consultancy’s services for 10 or more times in the past one year. 



 

 

Research Strategy 

The strategy followed for the research is survey & interviewing customers and internal 

staff (managers, employees). Appropriate questionnaires were distributed among the 

customers and managers, so as to understand the customers’ satisfaction with current 

services and their expectations (or demands) in near future. These questionnaires were 

distributed to employees at Index Consultancy. Receptionists were requested to give a 

few of them to guests. The questionnaires were collected after a fortnight and after 

reviewing the received comments/feedback, the final questionnaire was designed.  

The customers were chosen after talking to numerous customers in the firm. Few 

customers were apprehensive about the survey while others were eager to know details 

about the research. Few of the customers didn’t reply to the mails sent to them. 

Discussions with concerned customers were done to enlighten them about the research 

proposal and for garnering their help for the endeavor.  

Further, various literary works have also been reviewed to gain 

knowledge/understanding/ facts on the topic.  Few customers/guests have also been 

interviewed telephonically to know about their personal experiences, likes, dislikes & 

other factors which cannot be achieved merely by the means of a questionnaire. Even 

few hotel employees & managers have been interviewed because they are also 

responsible for customer satisfaction & dissatisfaction and customer loyalty. They can 

pursue guests to visit again by the type of services they provide to the guests. 



 

 

Customer Relationship Marketing 

For any industry to succeed it must triumph in the quality of its product/service. But it 

was only in the last few decades that the marketers have begun to understand that 

marketing also has an effect on the quality. In fact, marketing plays a very big hand in 

the perception of quality by the buyers. Marketing leads to creation of a “brand image” 

which lifts the intangible “brand” much higher than the tangible “product/ service”. 

And, a quality brand is a quality product/service marketed in a quality manner. To 

achieve the latter half of the previous statement CRM plays a big part. CRM involves 

something like a loyalty loop- which binds the customer and the firm in a compact 

manner. Frequent interactions/ feedbacks/ offers tend to reinforce the bonding. 

A small error in the customer service process can lead to loss of business, which can 

benefit the competitor.  More is the level of customer satisfaction, higher chances will be 

there to gain the customer loyalty. Corollary to this, if the customer satisfaction is low, 

then the customer is likely to go to some other company/rival for better services (Oliver 

& Rust, 1994). Kotler, Makens and Bowen in their book-Marketing for hospitality and 

tourism have calculated the net present value of a loyal customer. It came out to be 

more than $ 100,000. 

In order to gain more customer loyalty, the overall reputation & impression of the 

company should be more than satisfactory in terms of satisfying customers (Kincaid, 

2003). The hospitality industry has always concentrated on tactics like frequent-guest 



 

 

programs, welcome/departing gifts for repeat customers etc. But, it is increasingly 

becoming apparent that these transactional tactics are easy to replicate. Hence, firms are 

increasingly turning their attention to innovate and develop new concepts in RM which 

shall be difficult to duplicate, if not impossible. 

 

For hotels, the most lucrative customers are those who travel frequently, & often share 

their travel & stay experiences with friends as this can result in more future business to 

the organizations as an outcome of a positive word of mouth (Plog, 2004). Other 

activities like referrals and references make the firm-customer relationship a symbiotic 

one. In this industry, word of mouth plays a pivotal role as people usually rely on 

reviews/feed backs of previous customers with regards to the service and other 

parameters. Repeat business plays a very crucial role in hospitality industry, since the 

sector is a mature sector with numerous rivals/competitors. The rooms of almost all 

luxury hotels/ five star hotels are similar. Most managers cannot identify the brand of 

their own rooms (Kotler, Brown and Makens 1996). This shows that the level of 

competitiveness in this industry. This motivates the companies to achieve maximum 

customer loyalty as possible (Abbey, 1989). 

In hospitality industry hotels should have the mindset to forego certain short-term 

benefits to achieve long-term benefits. For example- the hotel should take care not to 

increase price/tariff during a certain period owing to heavy traffic for a loyal customer. 



 

 

Hotels have increasingly becoming flexible for loyal customer—Sheraton Club 

International members are given the option of checking out by 4:00 pm. 

 

Allan Baldinger, VP of the NPD Group, in one of their research paper speaks of how 

Loyalty drives market share. They have commented that loyalty helps brands remain 

inelastic to price fluctuations. According to a study by Reichheld and Sasser, an increase 

of 5% in customer retention leads to a phenomenal increase in profits: 25-125%. If a 

company knows how to fulfill customer’s requirements, then they have a better chance 

in developing customer loyalty (Armstrong & Kotler, 2004). Targeting the services to the 

existing customers is more fruitful, rather than attempting to attract new customer 

segments (Bjerre & Hougaard, 2002). But it does not mean that it is enough to retain 

present customers. However, new customers should be approached by marketing with 

a goal of retaining them as loyal customers (Hughes, 2003). Hence a balance should be 

maintained between new & old customers, as per the old saying; “In order to fill the 

bucket, one must first seal the holes in the bucket (Salerno, Hotel marketing coach, 2006)". 

However, as many analysts have pointed out- it will be very difficult for a firm to tread 

this way as this requires a radical diversion from the traditional business mentality.  

The fact that customer relationships and their satisfaction should be given more 

importance than maximizing profits and increasing shareholder value will not find 

many takers in the onset. But once, firms understand and most importantly, business 



 

 

managers understand that customer loyalty is the only way to achieve sustainable 

superior profits the will realize that they may have no other alternative. By this the 

company can have competitive advantage & customer in turn receives a better service 

which increases his satisfaction level (Hughes, 2003). Companies perform regularly in 

order to keep their customers satisfied, whether the targeted group is an individual or 

an organization. CRM is used for the relationship between buyers & sellers (Jonathan 

Olausson & Thomas Axelsson, 2007). 

Customer Relationship Marketing in practice- Quality Perspective 

Quality acquires the top position in deciding the future of any organization, serving its 

customers.  

It can be defined as “Quality consists of the capacity to satisfy wants” (C.D Edwards, 1968) 

“Quality is fitness for use”(J.M Juran,1988) 

“Quality refers to the amount of the unpriced attributes contained in each unit of the priced 

attribute” (K.B Leifler, 1982). 

To manage this essential factor, the concept of Total Quality Management (TQM) came 

into existence. The term TQM was coined by W. Edwards Deming. It refers to 

management methods used to enhance quality & productivity especially in businesses 

(Deming, 1982) by means of continuous improvements to achieve internal conformity. 

The process to achieve is different for different organizations & countries, but it has 



 

 

certain similar principles that can help in maximizing profits, reducing costs & securing 

market share (Kanji, 1990). Many writers like Dale, (1999) said that implementation of 

TQM should be the first priority for all corporate leaders. TQM has been increasingly 

identified as a major issue in different service products & having a competitive 

advantage in tourism (Koc, 2003). Very few hotels have heard the siren call of TQM 

though some hotels admitted that their TQM performance resulted in profit (Walker & 

Salameth, 1990). A five step process has been offered by (Jablonski,1992), which involves:- 

• Preparation 

• Planning 

• Assessment 

• Implementation & 

• Diversification 

Preparation: phase decides whether to implement TQM or not. Goals, objectives, 

mission, vision of the organization are created & are communicated throughout the 

organization.  

Planning:  phase is the phase in which the idea of implementing the program is made, 

to avail the necessary resources, budget etc. 

Assessment: During this a self assessment is done in the form of feedbacks available 

from the guests/ customers, to identify the quality of goods & services. 



 

 

Implementation: During this phase the organization starts training the managers & 

employees by making them aware about TQM & their role towards the organization. 

Diversification: In this process the managers use their skills to get suppliers, 

distributors, affiliates etc. into this quality process. 

In context of the Hospitality Industry, the TQM is service oriented. While hotels can 

have quality-ISO certification ( 9001:2008-most recent) marketers should also be 

proactive to ensure that the customers get a never-before achieved satisfaction. 

A classical Paradox 

There exists a Pareto principle (also known as the 80-20 rule, the law of the vital few, 

and the principle of factor sparsity) which states that, for many events, roughly 80% of 

the effects come from 20% of the causes. Following the above principle few marketers 

tend to conclude that the biggest customers are their best customers. However, this is 

not the case as the marketers have ignored one critical component- loyalty. However, 

the 80:20 principle do apply but in a much different way. This has been taken up by the 

researcher in the research report. 

According to a study by MRCA Information Services, mere identification of a brand’s 

heavy users may not be enough. Research has revealed that in innumerable cases across 

different categories majority of revenues have come from a small share of loyal 

customers/users.  



 

 

Customer Satisfaction is Loyalty – A MYTH       

In the hospitality industry, customer satisfaction implies whether the services rendered/ 

tariff/ambience/cuisine/staff behaviour etc meets the expected desire levels of the 

customer. Customer loyalty, on the other hand, implies that the customer shall make 

repetitive visits and also spread positive word-of mouth. A loyal customer has to be 

satisfied but a satisfied customer need not be a loyal one. The reasons for satisfaction 

not converting to loyalty are not related to either of them. Satisfied customers may not 

be regular travelers, may like to explore other options/hotels, may be driven by novelty, 

may be tariff-sensitive etc.  

Customer Satisfaction is paramount  

If a hotel gives discounted rates/tariffs, it doesn’t mean that the customer will be 

satisfied. The paramount aim should be to make the customer believe that he/she is 

getting more than value for money by excellent services. 

Increase Customer Satisfaction of all guests 

Not all customers should be treated the same. A comprehensive database should be 

maintained with all requisite details of customers. Suitable customers should be 

targeted and dealt with an aim to make their stay more than satisfactory. However, at 

the same time the other guests should not feel ignored/less important. 



 

 

Customer Dissatisfaction should be ignored 

Sometimes companies ignore dissatisfied customers. These customers then provide 

business to competitors. Companies should concentrate on the cause of the customer’s 

dissatisfaction and try to rectify to add new customers as well as retain old ones. 

Satisfied Customers will come back 

According to a study done by Frederick Reichheld and Keith Aspinwall in the banking 

sector, they revealed that 90% of the clients who changed banks were satisfied with the 

services of the foremost bank.                               

Measuring Customer Satisfaction 

Even though the above statements show that customer satisfaction is not of paramount 

importance, still its relevance in making any customer loyal is undoubted. Its very 

important for companies in hospitality industry to ask some of these questions- Are our 

customers satisfied? If yes, how much? If no, why? Has there been any improvement in 

the satisfaction level of the customers over the previous years? If yes, how much? If no, 

what was the reason for the lack of improvement? If the reason is force majure then ok, 

otherwise what steps were taken/should be taken to improve? How do we stand in 

customer satisfaction vis a vis other players in the market? 

It is very important for the business that the top management is actively important to 

monitor customer satisfaction levels. Customer satisfaction is the first step towards 

customer loyalty. If the guests/customers are content/happy, they tend to remain loyal 



 

 

to they company. They also refer other customers and bring revenue and profit for the 

company. A research done by M/s. Bain & Company has revealed that for a marginal 

increase of around 5-6% in customer loyalty which can be seen through records can 

boost profits by around 25 to 95%. Hence, the job in hand is not simple and not one that 

can be neglected. It involves a lot of number-crunching. Proper and detailed records 

have to be maintained which can be easily comprehended/ reviewed and retrieved both 

consistently and regularly. In fact, many companies have now started devising some 

kind of customer satisfaction strategy and plans to beat the competitors. 

When and How to measure Customer Satisfaction  

It is very important for a firm to know when to measure customer satisfaction.  

Firms in hospitality industry can use two main types of surveys to measure customer 

satisfaction. 

Transactional surveys: 

It means that that customers are asked to provide feed back regarding the particular 

service encounter. As implied, these are done immediately after the 

transaction/encounter has been done. The customer can provide feedback w.r.t. 

welcome greetings from the staff, ease of filling up of form, less waiting time at the 

counter etc. 

 



 

 

Relationship surveys: 

This survey is predominantly done with loyal/regular customers of the company. These 

customers have competed numerous transactions with the firm. For them, the surveys 

can be done after a period like-a quarter/ half-yearly etc. These help hotels to adapt and 

customize for the loyal customers thereby strengthening the existing relationship. 

 

Data Types  

There are two types of data primary & secondary. 

Primary Data                      

This is the data which is directly available i.e. through interviews, questionnaires, 

personal experiences. This can be useful in collecting data for this research, as 

questionnaires & personal experience would be reflected in the report.  

Secondary Data 

This is the data which is available indirectly. It is the information that is available in the 

books, journals, magazines, visual media (T.V, internet, films, and other electronically 

available data). This is one of the most commonly used data as the information 

available is highly genuine & authenticated. Most of the information & data in this 

project would be available from these sources.  

The researcher has used both primary data and secondary data for this research 

purpose. 



 

 

Designing the Questionnaire 

After reviewing the pertinent literature, the researcher conducted telephonic 

interviews/ discussions with 30 overseas customers of Index Consultancy in Dubai. 

Based on these discussions and the literature review, the researcher designed a 

questionnaire. Forty questionnaires were designed and distributed for pre-testing. The 

questionnaires were sent to a list of key clients of the company. Also, interviews with 10 

guests were held to get comments on the format, type of questions asked, coherence, 

and length of the interview. 

Data Collection 

As stated before, the questionnaires were distributed and the front desk employees/ 

receptionist and floor managers were requested to check their databases/records to 

determine the criteria of service usage. The survey time was spread over 15 days. A 

total of 500 questionnaires were distributed and out of that 176 were returned (35%). 

Out of that, 20 were rejected as they were incomplete. Therefore, a total of 156 

questionnaires have been analyzed for the purpose of the research. 

Analysis- 

In this section the information from secondary research and interviews is utilized to identify the 

different lucrative segments for diversification. But this only is not enough to justify that the 

segments identified for diversification will actually be profitable and business driven in future, 

further analysis is required.  



 

 

On the basis of Ansoff’s framework and Porter’s five forces, the diversification in the segments 

will be justified. 

Conclusions and Recommendations- 

In this section of the study, the lucrative customer segment and areas of diversification will be 

presented to the Index Consultancy based on the analysis done in Stage 3. 

This will also include the recommendation for- 

• Segmentation of the existing customer base 

• Lucrative customer segment 

• Lucrative segments for diversification  

Based on the required investments and growth opportunities, it will also be identified that which 

segments need immediate attention and which can be looked upon in future. 

Limitations 

Potential practical and empirical obstacles: 

The interview will be conducted on clients visiting us there is a possibility that they might find it 

time consuming and might not respond to this immediately. But efforts will be made to keep 

interview short but getting the relevant response required from the clients.  

Getting access to some of the clients residing overseas would be a challenge. This would be 

covered by conducting telephonic interview.  

Since this is a topic which would also benefit them on the outcome they would serious in 

responding to this interview. 



 

 

Conceptual and theoretical problems and difficulties: 

Time constraint will be there and to gather the literature as I don’t find direct research on the 

similar area quickly. But with dedication and spending more time to research the materials can 

overcome this problem and with the access to rich library resources this problem can be sorted 

out. It would be challenging to this and develop my research skills but I am equally motivated to 

complete this task as it is of major interest for getting this opportunity to do research on this area. 

Ethics:  

Some of the clients in my research could be employees of other companies who want to setup 

new business and they would like to keep their personal details and views confidential. I would 

assure the clients that their details and views would be kept confidential also this will be 

mentioned to each clients before the interview to gain more confidence of the clients.  

Since I would be doing this research to visiting clients in my office I have already taken 

permission from my company Management to do so to interview the clients personally in the 

office or through telephonic interview. Currently I have taken this permission verbally but 

shortly will have from them formal letter stating permission granted to conduct this activity. 

 

 

  

 

  



 

 

Appendix 1: RESEARCH INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE 

  

Client Personal Details 

Name: 

Age: 

Nationality: 

Designation: 

Industry:   

  

1. What business activity you would like to do in Dubai. 

2. What is the other services you are looking forward to be provided by Index. 

3. Business center! How do you think of this service? What is your opinion about this 

service? 

4. What kind of business center services would you prefer? 

Virtual office     (telephonic answering, mailbox, address) 

Meeting Rooms  

Part time Office 

Exclusive Office 

Desk Space- 

5. Has the recession affected your decision making process in the choice that you are 

going to make for the business centre. 

6. What reason can you provide for going for a business center services than taking an 

actual own office for yourself. 

7. Why do….. you think so……. 



 

 

8. Has the economy of Dubai influence your decision making for choosing a business 

center. 

9. Has the recession affected your organization, and in what way. 

10. Are you currently taking services from any other business center? 

11. What impresses you of them? 

12. What are you looking for in a business centre? 

13. What kind of budget will you keep aside for allocating a business center services. 

14. What business activity you would like to do ? 

15. What made you to choose Dubai for your business? 

16. what would you say you would like to get in terms of service apart from the service 

provided now. 

17. What is your business turnover expected sales. 

18. Have you approached any business services what have impressed you of them. 

19. For how many duration would you like to take the business centre services. 

20. what is your 2010 outlook for Dubai. 

21. Will you be making good business here. 

22. what is your opinion a company should consider while opening a new business 

centre. 

 


